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Abstract
Purpose To determine the value of two-dimensional (2D) contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) imaging and the additional 
value of contrast ultrasound dispersion imaging (CUDI) for the localization of clinically significant prostate cancer (csPCa).
Methods In this multicentre study, subjects scheduled for a radical prostatectomy underwent 2D CEUS imaging preopera-
tively. CUDI maps were generated from the CEUS recordings. Both CEUS recordings and CUDI maps were scored on the 
likelihood of presenting csPCa (any Gleason ≥ 4 + 3 and Gleason 3 + 4 larger than 0.5 mL) by five observers and compared 
to radical prostatectomy histopathology. An automated three-dimensional (3D) fusion protocol was used to match imaging 
with histopathology. Receiver operator curve (ROC) analysis was performed per observer and imaging modality.
Results 133 of 216 (62%) patients were included in the final analysis. Average area under the ROC for all five readers for 
CEUS, CUDI and the combination was 0.78, 0.79 and 0.78, respectively. This yields a sensitivity and specificity of 81 and 
64% for CEUS, 83 and 56% for CUDI and 83 and 55% for the combination. Interobserver agreement for CEUS, CUDI  and 
the combination showed kappa values of 0.20, 0.18 and 0.18 respectively.
Conclusion The sensitivity and specificity of 2D CEUS and CUDI for csPCa localization are moderate. Despite compressing 
CEUS in one image, CUDI showed a similar performance to 2D CEUS. With a sensitivity of 83% at cutoff point 3, it could 
become a useful imaging procedure, especially with 4D acquisition, improved quantification and combination with other 
US imaging techniques such as elastography.

Keywords Prostate cancer · Contrast-enhanced ultrasound · Dispersion analysis · Radical prostatectomy · Quantitative 
imaging

Introduction

There is a rising interest in imaging for the diagnostic path-
way of men with suspected prostate cancer (PCa) [1]. The 
possibility of selectively detecting and localizing clinically 
significant PCa could prevent unnecessary benign biop-
sies, reduce overdetection of insignificant PCa and guide 
localized treatments such as focal therapy (FT) [2–4]. 

Multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) 
has a recognized value in the diagnostic pathway of PCa 
[1, 4–6]. Strategies incorporating mpMRI in patient selec-
tion and monitoring for active surveillance and guiding focal 
treatments are also emerging [2, 7]. However, there are also 
concerns relating to large-scale availability, costs and incon-
sistencies in reported reliability despite the prostate imaging 
reporting and data system (PIRADS). The negative predic-
tive value (NPV) of mpMRI varies among studies and cur-
rent guidelines do not yet recommend excluding patients 
from prostate biopsies on the basis of a negative mpMRI 
[8–14].

Ultrasound (US) imaging has certain advantages (i.e., 
cost-effectiveness, portability, safety and compatibility with 
ferromagnetic biopsy and FT equipment), and novel US 
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technologies have emerged that allow improved PCa visuali-
zation [15, 16]. These US modalities target different aspects 
of malignant tissue such as increased stiffness (US-elastog-
raphy) and altered vascularity (contrast-enhanced ultrasound 
or CEUS) [17–20]. Prostate cancer requires angiogenesis to 
progress to clinically significant disease and the resultant 
macro- and microvascular changes are targeted by CEUS 
[20]. In CEUS, intravascular microbubble contrast agents are 
used, which allow visualization and quantification of blood 
flow patterns associated with malignancy [21]. Typically, the 
inflow and outflow of a contrast bolus are recorded one plane 
at a time, after which the examiner looks for increased focal 
enhancement [22]. These signs may be subtle and many 
aspects of the blood flow dynamics recorded are simply not 
appreciable to the naked eye. Computer-aided quantification 
techniques have been proposed to aid in the interpretation of 
CEUS, potentially improving accuracy, speeding-up read-
ing, and decreasing user dependency [21]. Contrast ultra-
sound dispersion imaging (CUDI) is based on the fact that 
cancer-related angiogenetic vascular structures are small in 
diameter, compressible, highly tortuous and lack normal 
endothelial lining, leading to less efficient dispersion of 
blood/contrast [23]. Several studies in which CUDI paramet-
ric analysis was used to estimate whether pixels belonged 
to a pre-defined malignant or benign prostate region have 
shown a high classifying accuracy [24, 25]. However, the 
clinical value of CEUS and CUDI maps is still unclear as 
a diagnostic reader assessment is lacking. The aim of the 
present study is to determine the value of CEUS imaging and 
CUDI parametric maps for the localization of csPCa using 
radical prostatectomy (RP) specimens as reference standard. 
We also evaluate the interobserver variability for scoring 
with and without CUDI parametric maps.

Methods

This analysis included data from two ethics board approved 
prospective studies in two Dutch medical centres. Inclusion 
criteria for the studies were: men, 18 years or older with 
biopsy-proven PCa and scheduled for RP. Exclusion crite-
ria were inability to provide informed consent or to safely 
undergo study procedures because of contraindications for 
the contrast agent. All men provided written informed con-
sent. All participants underwent CEUS imaging before RP 
CEUS imaging was performed in the left-lateral decubitus 
position using a Phillips IU22 ultrasound scanner with a 
C10-3V endocavity probe (Philips Healthcare, Bothell, 
USA) in the Academic Medical Center (AMC) in Amster-
dam and a BK type 2202 Ultrasound System with a type 
8818 probe (BK Medical, Copenhagen, Denmark) in the 
Jeroen Bosch Hospital (JBZ) in ‘s Hertogenbosch. Normal 
B-mode scanning and volumetry was performed together 

with two perpendicular B-mode sweeps required for later 3D 
reconstruction of the prostate (base to apex transversal view 
and left to right sagittal view). For CEUS recording, a con-
trast-specific power modulation pulse scheme at 3.5 MHz 
and a mechanical index of 0.06 were used on the Philips 
scanner and 4.0 MHz and 0.22 on the BK medical system 
[26]. CEUS recording started after the intravenous admin-
istration of a 2.4 mL bolus of the contrast agent  SonoVue® 
(Bracco, Geneva) followed by a 5 mL saline flush. In each 
CEUS recording, the contrast inflow and outflow in one 
plane was recorded during 2 min. No flash replenishment 
was applied. To insure complete washout and proper evalua-
tion of contrast inflow in the next plane, a minimum interval 
of 5 min was observed before finding the next imaging plane 
and administration of the next bolus. 2–4 CEUS recordings 
were available in each patient depending on the hospital that 
enrolled the patient. By default the mid-base and mid-apical 
plane were chosen when two planes were imaged. A basal 
and apical plane were included if four planes were imaged. 
Afterwards, CUDI maps were generated from the CEUS 
recordings. To generate CUDI parametric maps, first per-
pixel time–intensity curves (TICs) reflecting contrast dis-
persion dynamics are extracted from the CEUS recordings 
[21]. CUDI then measures the cancer-related decrease in 
contrast dispersion by a spatiotemporal correlation analy-
sis of the TICs [27]. It also provides local estimates of the 
Peclet number, describing the ratio between convection and 
dispersion [23]. Parametric maps are generated by plotting 
colour-coded maps highlighting areas with low dispersion 
(high correlation coefficient among neighbouring TICs) and 
high Peclet number, which indicate high tumour suspicion.

Five observers performed image interpretation: two engi-
neers dedicated to parametric analysis of prostate CEUS, 
with 2 years (RW), and 3 years (RS) experience; three cli-
nicians experienced in prostate biopsies and CEUS: AP 
(3 years of CEUS experience), MG (3 years of CEUS expe-
rience) and CM (1 year of CEUS experience). All observers 
were blinded to each other’s interpretations and pathology 
results. Each observer was presented with the CEUS, CUDI 
and CEUS + CUDI images together with standard B-mode 
images of all patients in random order by in-house built 
software. The observers were asked to draw any suspicious 
lesions and score them on a 1–5 Likert-type scale for each 
imaging modality (CEUS, CUDI and B-mode).

All patients underwent RP, after which the prostate speci-
men was formalin fixed, sliced into 4-mm slices and cut 
to whole mount or 2.5 by 2.5 cm coupes. Following hae-
matoxylin and eosin staining and immunohistochemistry 
when necessary, tumour outlines were then drawn on the 
microscopy slides by uropathologists. Prostate slices were 
reconstructed from the coupes and stacked to create a 3D 
histology model of the prostate with 3D tumour delineation 
using custom software [28].
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Using an adaptation of the procedures described in a 
paper of Schalk et al., a 3D model of the prostate ultrasound 
was constructed using the transversal and sagittal B-mode 
sweeps [29]. The recorded CEUS planes were placed in 
this model. Subsequently, the 3D models of the histopa-
thology and imaging were elastically registered (fused). 
Virtual pathology slices with tumour delineation were then 
generated to match the recorded CEUS planes [30]. These 
combinations of imaging slice and virtual pathology slice 
were used for the imaging performance analysis (see “Data 
analysis”). By using 3D registration of imaging and pathol-
ogy, plane angulation mismatch and plane selection error, 
which usually occur when manually correlating US imaging 
with RP, were minimalized. To take into account registra-
tion inaccuracies, we adopted a 3.6-mm error margin for 
matching the pathology results with imaging results in the 
base-to-apex axis only. The 3.6-mm error margin is based on 
previous experiments that showed a 1.5-mm error in pathol-
ogy reconstruction and 2.1 mm in registration error [29]. For 
an overview of the workflow, see Fig. 1. The workflow of 
the study, including the in-house built software presenting 
the images to the observers, was tested on the pilot cohort 
consisting of six randomly selected patients from the cohort 
(see Fig. 1).

Data analysis

Axial imaging planes were divided into four quadrants by 
means of a consensus meeting among observers resulting in 

up to 16 zones being defined per patient. For each zone, the 
presence of csPCa was established (Gleason ≥ 4 + 3 lesion 
and Gleason 3 + 4 lesions larger than 0.5 mL). Zones with 
insignificant PCa were excluded from the analysis. In both 
imaging and pathology, tumours were allocated to a zone 
if at least 10% of their pixels with a minimum surface of 
3 mm2 lie within that zone. The imaging score for CEUS 
and CUDI readings was determined as follows: the 1–5 
CEUS score (or CUDI score, respectively) + 0.5 in case of a 
B-mode suspicion of 3 or 4, and + 1 for a B-mode suspicion 
of 5. For the combined CEUS + CUDI reading, CEUS and 
CUDI scores were averaged, then 0.5 or 1 point was added 
for a B-mode suspicion of 3 to 4, or 5 respectively. Imag-
ing scores over 5 were maximized to 5, resulting in a 1–5 
suspicion score in 0.5 increments. For each zone, the high-
est imaging suspicion score allocated by the observer was 
compared to the pathology results. Receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curves were generated for all observers and 
readings (CEUS, CUDI and CEUS + CUDI) separately and 
pooled. Interobserver variability was calculated by means of 
a weighted Fleiss Kappa statistic.

Results

216 patients (99 from the AMC and 117 from the JBZ) 
underwent preoperative CEUS scanning between 2013 and 
2016. As presented in the flowchart, 133 patients could be 
included for final analysis (Fig. 2). Of the 78 patients finally 

1. CEUS and B-mode sweeps

2. Prostatectomy specimen

1. Genera�ng CUDI maps
2. 3D US model based on sweeps
3. Scoring of B-mode, CEUS and CUDI

1. Lesions drawn and Gleason graded
2. 3D reconstruc�on of pathology

Pathology processing

Imaging processing Correla�on of imaging and
pathology

1. Fusion of 3D models

2. Superposi�on
of pathology
lesions on CEUS 
planes

Input

0

10

20

0
10 20

Fig. 1  Study procedures. CEUS contrast-enhanced ultrasound, CUDI contrast ultrasound dispersion imaging, US ultrasound
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included in the AMC, 42 underwent their RP at the Antoni 
van Leeuwenhoek Hospital (Amsterdam, The Netherlands). 
The baseline descriptive statistics of the population are pre-
sented in Table 1. AUC values are presented in Table 2. 

Average AUC for all five readers for CEUS, CUDI and the 
combination are 0.78, 0.79 and 0.78, respectively. An ROC 
curve for the pooled scores is presented in Fig. 3. Pooled 
sensitivity and specificity for all five readers, per cutoff value 
and imaging modality, are presented in Table 3. Average per-
formance for CEUS, CUDI and the combination of CEUS 
and CUDI was comparable. Kappa scores for interobserver 
agreement for CEUS, CUDI and CEUS + CUDI are 0.20, 
0.18 and 0.18, respectively, indicating poor interobserver 
agreement.

Discussion

In our study, employing quantitative analysis using CUDI 
maps resulted in similar tumour localization performance 
as qualitative analysis using 2D CEUS recordings. Provid-
ing the observers with both CEUS recordings and CUDI 
maps did not lead to a better performance. However, the 
observers had gained considerable prior experience with 
CEUS interpretation during image acquisition for the current 
study and other CEUS projects, while CUDI images were 

Fig. 2  Flowchart. AMC Aca-
demic Medical Center, JBZ 
Jeroen Bosch Ziekenhuis, SNR 
signal to noise ratio

Recordings in database
Pa�ents:  216, Planes: 506

Remaining: Pa�ents: 179, Planes: 433

median posterior SNR < 0 dB
Excluded: Pa�ents: 37, Planes: 73

other image protocol viola�ons (e.g. in-
flow missing, severe shadowing in 
peripheral zone or severe mo�on, 
problema�c reconstruc�on) 
Excluded: Pa�ents: 5, Planes: 39Remaining: Pa�ents: 174, Planes: 394

pathological inconsistencies
Excluded: Pa�ents: 35, Planes: 85Remaining: Pa�ents: 139, Planes: 309

used in pilot study
Excluded: Pa�ents: 6, Planes: 22Remaining: Pa�ents: 133, Planes: 287

Table 1  Patient characteristics

AMC + JBZ

Total patients (n) 133
Mean age in years, (range) [years] 63 (64; 37–83)
Median PSA in ng/mL, (range) [ng/mL] 5.8 (2.6–67)
Median prostate volume in ml, ( range) 37 (10–118)
Clinical T-stage, n (%)
 T1 52 (39%)
 T2 60 (45%)
 T3 21 (16%)

Biopsy grade group, n (%)
 1 67 (50%)
 2 41 (31%)
 3 10 (8%)
 4 8 (6%)
 5 7 (5%)

Pathological T stage, n (%)
 pT2a 18 (14%)
 pT2b 7 (5%)
 pT2c 73 (55%)
 pT3a 25 (19%)
 PT3b 10 (8%)

Prostatectomy grade group, n (%)
 1 44 (33%)
 2 51 (38%)
 3 20 (15%)
 4 9 (7%)
 5 9 (7%)

Table 2  AUC values per observer

CEUS contrast-enhanced ultrasound, CUDI contrast ultrasound dis-
persion imaging

CEUS CUDI CEUS + CUDI

Observer 1 0.82 0.79 0.82
Observer 2 0.79 0.81 0.80
Observer 3 0.74 0.75 0.74
Observer 4 0.79 0.80 0.77
Observer 5 0.79 0.78 0.78
Average 0.78 0.79 0.78
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relatively new to them. This might explain why (the addition 
of) CUDI did not result in a better classifying performance 
above CEUS reading only. Specificity was decreased by pro-
viding both CEUS and CUDI, which may be explained by a 
higher number of false positives resulting from more poten-
tially suspicious visual cues being presented. Interobserver 
agreement was poor in general. Contrary to our expectations, 
CUDI did not improve interobserver agreement compared to 
CEUS imaging. The disparity between the reasonably good 
AUCs achieved by the individual reader, but poor interob-
server agreement points towards different accurate assess-
ments and mistakes being made by the readers. A structured 
training programme might overcome this limitation in the 
future. Besides equal performance in localizing PCa to 2D 
CEUS, there are several possible advantages of CUDI com-
pressing all the information of a CEUS video in a single 
image such as possibly shorter reading time (not measured 
in current study), low data consumption on storage devices/
networks and easy file transfer.

Our results compare favourably with the very limited pub-
lished data that compare CEUS imaging results with RP 
pathology. Three limited studies comprising 12, 13 and 50 

patients report sensitivities of 38–42%, but no specificities 
[31–33]. A 2011 study by Seitz et al. report a per-patient 
sensitivity, specificity PPV and NPV of 71%, 50%, 92% 
and 18%, respectively [22]. Since we performed a per-ROI 
analysis instead of a per-patient analysis, these results can-
not be directly compared. Biopsy-based studies have shown 
improved detection rates by adding CEUS-targeted cores 
to systematic biopsy regimens, but insufficient accuracy to 
obviate systematic cores altogether [4].

Because mpMRI is now the mainstay of PCa imaging, 
emerging imaging technologies like CEUS should be com-
pared with mpMRI. Unfortunately, in the current cohort, no 
standard mpMRI was performed preoperatively. No direct 
comparison between CEUS and mpMRI using RP speci-
mens has been published to date. However, a biopsy study 
comparing CEUS-targeted and MRI-targeted biopsy will be 
published shortly [34]. The reported performance of mpMRI 
varies widely depending on the study design, population, 
method of correlating imaging with pathology and defini-
tions in image interpretation. A meta-analysis including 
studies using RP specimens of template biopsies as reference 
standard reports sensitivities of 80–90% with specificities of 
50–90% [35]. However, some studies with a (considerably) 
lower performance have been published [36, 37].

Our study was limited by the fact that we did not perform 
whole prostate imaging. For logistical reasons, a varying 
number of planes were recorded per patient. The number 
of planes scanned was not influenced by PCa risk factors or 
tumour visualization, but purely dependent on protocolized 
trial logistics. Scanning the entire prostate was unfeasible 
because with 2D CEUS inflow and outflow of contrast bolus 
have to be recorded per plane, each plane requiring a new 
bolus and 5 min for contrast inflow and washout. Another 
limitation lies in the statistical analysis that does not take 
clustering of the data on the per-patient and reader level into 
account. Moreover, 38% of patients had to be excluded from 
the final analysis, mainly because of pathology protocol vio-
lations and, in the JBZ, because of insufficient ultrasound 
quality (especially shadowing).

The 3D fusion method we used had to cope with incon-
sistent manual slicing of the prostate specimen and the 
suboptimal method of 3D reconstruction of the prostate 
images using manual 2D sweeps. The 3.6-mm error mar-
gin we used in assigning the histopathology to each quad-
rant was more conservative than similar strategies other 

Fig. 3  Receiver operator characteristic curve for all CEUS, CUDI and 
the combination using pooled data from all five observers. Area under 
the curve is 0.78 for CEUS, 0.79 for CUDI and 0.78 for the combina-
tion. CEUS contrast-enhanced ultrasound, CUDI contrast ultrasound 
dispersion imaging

Table 3  Pooled sensitivity and 
specificity for five observers 
rating likelihood of significant 
PCa presence on a 1–5 Likert 
scale on CEUS imaging, CUDI 
and the combination of both

CEUS = contrast-enhanced ultrasound, CUDI = contrast ultrasound dispersion imaging

Cutoff value 3 Cutoff value 3.5 Cutoff value 4

CEUS CUDI Combi CEUS CUDI Combi CEUS CUDI Combi

Sens 0.81 0.83 0.83 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.68 0.69 0.68
Spec 0.64 0.56 0.55 0.68 0.63 0.62 0.79 0.77 0.77
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authors have used to compensate for imaging to pathology 
mismatch. However, one cannot be certain whether over- 
or under-compensation has occurred [36, 38]. Without this 
compensation, average AUC would be 0.66, 0.65 and 0.65 
for CEUS, CUDI and the combination, respectively. There 
are two additional limitations to our study that are likely 
to have supressed the classification performance. (1) The 
observers received no systematic training with feedback 
to read CEUS or CUDI. This may also have contributed 
to the high interobserver variability. (2) The algorithm we 
used to combine CEUS, CUDI and B-mode scores into a 
single imaging score was arbitrarily chosen before data 
analysis. Further research will have to establish and vali-
date the optimal method of combining scores for differ-
ent ultrasound imaging modalities. As with most studies 
using radical prostatectomy specimens as the reference 
standard, generalizability of results towards the pre-diag-
nosis population is limited due to spectrum bias (all our 
included patients have PCa). We propose future work on 
(ultrasound) PCa imaging to use an optimized method of 
correlating imaging with pathology. For example, the use 
of 3D moulds or devices that ensure precise and consist-
ent prostate slicing will improve the accuracy of the gold 
standard for future studies [38]. Also, the acquisition of 
imaging in 3D will likely improve ultrasound to pathology 
matching as the 3D reconstruction of 2D images inevitably 
leads to error. Scanners that allow 4D (3D + time) CEUS 
acquisition are now available. Since blood flow anomalies 
targeted by CEUS are a 4D phenomenon, it is conceivable 
that recording and analysing these in 4D will also improve 
quantification and diagnostic accuracy [39]. Furthermore, 
4D CEUS will enable scanning the entire gland using a 
single bolus of contrast making it easy to incorporate 
whole gland imaging in clinical workflows.

With an average classification performance of approxi-
mately 0.78 (average AUC), our current 2D CEUS and 
CUDI imaging procedures seem to have insufficient diagnos-
tic power to be used as a stand-alone tool for PCa imaging. 
Besides the important previously mentioned step towards 
4D, ongoing research to improve CUDI is dedicated to 
developing new parameters that can be extracted from CEUS 
and combining existing ones [24, 37]. Like in mpMRI, the 
discrimination between benign and malignant prostate tis-
sue could be improved by assessing multiple tissue fea-
tures besides (micro)vascularization. Combining CEUS/
CUDI with complementary features, such as tissue stiffness 
measured by ultrasound elastography, can be considered to 
improve the diagnostic accuracy through a multiparamet-
ric ultrasound (mpUS) approach [40]. One study group 
has used CEUS to further characterize lesions found with 
elastography cutting their false positives from 35 to 10%, 
while only 7% of confirmed tumours showed normal CEUS 
perfusion patterns [41]. Results of a more comprehensive 

study correlating CEUS and shear wave elastography with 
RP specimens are expected shortly [42].

Conclusion

The sensitivity and specificity of 2D CEUS and CUDI for 
csPCa localization are moderate with an average AUC of 
0.78. Despite compressing CEUS in one image, CUDI 
showed a similar performance to 2D CEUS. With a sensitiv-
ity of 83% at cutoff point 3, it could become a useful imag-
ing procedure. Future research should focus on 4D acquisi-
tion, improved quantification and combination with other 
US imaging techniques such as elastography, and direct 
comparison with mpMRI.
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